INTRODUCTION
Technology challenges in the 21st century are far greater than those ever encountered before by humankind. Several initiatives have been launched aiming to better define and understand the impending research ideas that need to be debated. A panel of prominent engineers and scientists was convened in 2008 by the US National Academy of Engineering to identify such challenges. As a result, 14 major Grand Engineering Challenges for the 21st century were selected (National Academy of Engineering of the National Academies, 2008). Also, a new initiative was launched at the international level by the national academies of engineering of the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and China: the Global Grand Challenges Summit in London in March 2013 (Royal Academy of Engineering, 2013) . That summit's objective was to identify the most pressing common global challenges facing the world, in an attempt to guide the development of the necessary collaboration, networks, and tools that would allow tackling these problems. In a similar line of thinking, there have been specific initiatives to define future challenges in addressing problems in the life sciences by using engineering methodologies. One such initiative was the recent 2013 IEEE Life Sciences Grand Challenges Conference in Washington, DC (IEEE Lifesciences, 2013) .
Addressing biomedical and health issues through cognitive science and information technology methodologies for enriching life experience represents one of the challenges faced by life sciences engineering. In such a context, novel approaches in personalized humancomputer health systems (Kaptein, Markopoulos, de Ruyter, & Aarts, 2015) would motivate patients towards complementary self-management of their own diseases. Presumed benefits of applying self-care methods include lower costs for the health-care system, increased patient satisfaction, patient engagement, and improved perception of the patient's own health condition.
The convergence of different technologies and disciplines into a unified whole is an essential requirement to open up new opportunities. Information sharing and networking are also crucial elements for pursuing these goals. Investments in health-care convergence innovation would lead to better engaged and more informed patients, a better understanding of diseases, and new systems and structures to control and treat diseases (Sharp, 2012) .
The convergence of affective computing (AC) and persuasive technologies (PTs) represents a particularly attractive proposition. Both technologies emerged at about the same time as the concept of artificial intelligence and, together with sensing and computing techniques, have reached developmental maturity levels in recent decades, allowing the behavioral sciences to be connected with the engineering world. At the same time, an ever-increasing knowledge base and recent advances experienced by health technologies are giving rise to new challenges. Many important present health issues may be adequately addressed by combining these two disciplines, in concert with networking integration and information sharing. This paper offers a comprehensive, descriptive overview of present opportunities for the profitable integration of AC and PTs research areas into health-care systems. It is particularly intended for a general audience as an introductory overview of the state of the art of these two technologies from the point of view of their possible convergence into computer-mediated assistive technologies for the health-care sector.
Personal persuasion is a different strategy from mass media persuasion in that personal persuasion can easily make use of feedback and coherence. Computer-mediated persuasion can provide a more emotionally effective and complementary means than face-to-face interaction in the adoption of a behavioral shift (Di Blasio & Milani, 2008) . Patient engagement and behavior can be significantly improved by the use of PTs. Recent studies have shown the beneficial effect of incorporating affective and emotional aspects within the design of PTs (Nguyen & Masthoff, 2009; Reitberger et al., 2009; Torning & Oinas-Kukkonen, 2009 ). Such fusion may be accomplished in a natural way by including emotional information within the interaction process between the computer, as the PTs agent, and the patient, as the user. Because humancomputer interaction (HCI) is influenced by users' personal differences, affect and motivation can be fundamental to shaping individual performance (Chalmers, 2003) . Affective and emotional aspects can be integrated into PTs through the well-known techniques of AC (Picard, 1995 (Picard, , 1999 (Picard, , 2000 (Picard, , 2002 . AC has the potential to significantly enhance PTs by way of improving user experience (H. Li & Chatterjee, 2010) . The close relationship between emotions and health, the availability of technologies that facilitate the application of AC in numerous areas, and the ubiquity of computers constitute strong motivations to pursue the development of AC/PTs applications (Luneski, Konstantinidis, & Bamidis, 2010) .
This paper is structured in the following way: We begin by providing a brief overview of advances in PTs, a description of AC as it pertains to PTs, and a discussion on PTs and AC specifically aimed at the field of health care. Then, we suggest potential challenges and describe anticipated future trends within the health domain. Finally, we outline the basis for designing future research frameworks. Definitions, techniques, and typical application examples are included throughout.
CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGY
The concept of PTs, also known as persuasive computing, was described by Fogg (2003, p. 1) as "computer-based tools designed for the purpose of changing people's attitudes and behaviors." It was introduced on the basis of technology's potential for enabling the interactive functioning of persuasive techniques utilizing user's inputs, needs, and context. Fogg also proposed that the change of people's attitudes and behavior as a result of persuasion implies a voluntary desire to change (Ijsselsteijn, de Kort, Midden, Eggen, & van den Hoven, 2006) . In this light, PTs can be looked upon as a subdivision of HCI, a discipline that has emerged in the last decade by combining multiple other fields to create a new science of motivation and desire. The design of persuasive systems using communication stimuli to influence and change people's behavior and/or attitude involves several scientific domains and fields, such as behavioral sciences, neuroscience, genetics, social networking, game design, computing, biomedical engineering, and so forth (Institute for the Future [IFTF], 2010; H. Li & Chatterjee, 2010; Mintz & Aagaard, 2012) .
In the book Persuasive Technology, Fogg (2003) divided persuasion into three scopes or views: as a tool, as media, and as a social role. We offer a summary of Chatterjee and Price's (2009) strategies used by each of these scopes.
Persuasion as a Tool
In this view, persuasive systems are used to facilitate a change of attitudes and/or behaviors by making desired outcomes easier to achieve. Various strategies can be applied for this purpose using several types of PT tools. Such strategies may be separated into the following categories (Fogg, 2003) :
 Simplification. This involves influencing users to assume a particular behavior by proposing simple tasks through computing technologies.  Guidance. This strategy, sometimes known as tunneling technology (Kraft, SchjelderupLund, & Brendryen, 2007) , guides users through a predetermined sequence of actions or events with the purpose of increasing their engagement and behavioral effectiveness.  Customization. Persuasive effectiveness for inducing changes in users' attitudes or/and behaviors may be increased by tailoring the information provided to them to their relevant individual needs, interests, personality, and so forth. The strategy is also known as tailoring technology (Kreuter, Farrell, Olevitch, & Brennan, 2000) .  Just-in-time intervention. The strategy consists of suggesting to the user the adoption of a certain behavior at the most opportune moment (Madsen, el Kaliouby, Goodwin, & Picard, 2008) . Intervening at the right time represents a fundamental aspect for enhancing the effectiveness of a PT.  Self-monitoring. This helps users achieve goals in the course of modifying their attitudes and/or behaviors (Maas, Hietbrink, Rincka, & Keijsers, 2013; Ouweneel, Le Blanc, & Schaufeli, 2013) . Self-monitoring works in real time by providing feedback to users as they track their status through various measurements of their physical state, location, progress, and so forth.  Surveillance. Persuasion is attained through the user's observation of others. The strategy enhances the prospect of modifying the user's own behavior in a specific way by monitoring and learning from the behavior of others.  Conditioning. This is achieved through positive reinforcement as an effective rewarding tool to motivate the change or reshaping of current habits or complex behaviors.
Persuasion as Media
In this view, convincing simulated experiences are presented to the users in an attempt to persuade them to change or shape their attitudes or/and behaviors. Several types of simulations used in PTs can have a direct and significant impact on modifying users' attitudes and behaviors in the real world.  Simulated cause-and-effect scenarios. Simulations of the relationship between a cause and its effect in a particular situation are presented to users. These simulations enable users to explore and experiment with various attitudes and behaviors, experiencing the consequences of their actions within a safe environment. The new attitudes and behaviors are then applied by the users in real-world situations.  Environment simulations. Users are exposed to simulated environmental situations aimed at persuading by motivation and reward to adopt and practice a given target behavior (Nakajima & Lehdonvirta, 2011 
Persuasion as a Social Role
In this view, social interaction is used by the persuasive systems to allow users to feel motivated by their desire to behave appropriately according to the community's prevailing desirable behavior. Such motivation leads to a predisposition of the user's attitude. Computers can provide motivational and persuasive elements as user feedback. A social agent can be persuasive by rewarding users with positive feedback, such as praise. Modeling a target behavior or attitude can be attained by providing motivational support through social comparison and awareness of others' emotions (Eligio, Ainsworth, & Crook, 2012; Leonard & Haines, 2007; Mumm & Mutlu, 2011) . Most of the technologies to motivate people's behavior that have been reported to date deal mainly with personal lifestyle-related health management. There exist numerous actual cases that illustrate the usefulness of PTs for encouraging people to adopt healthy lifestyle habits (Merino Albaina, Visser, van der Mast, & Vastenburg, 2009 ). User-centered strategies that are based on ambient information systems have been proposed as an effective means for this purpose (Pousman & Stasko, 2006) . For example, the use of aesthetically pleasing applications to provide easily comprehensible representations of supportive information is a proven valuable tool for motivating elders to exercise (Rodríguez, Roa, Morán, & NavaMuñoz, 2012) .
In addition to lifestyle-related health issues, the use of persuasive systems in the field of mental illness is another important target for computer-mediated intervention. One such example is the MONARCA system 1 , a mobile Android-based application and Web-based system intended for self-assessment, activity monitoring, historical overview of data, coaching, self-treatment, and data sharing in mental illness intervention (Brinkman, 2013; Marcu, Bardram, & Gabrielli, 2011) . Other typical applications and implementations of PTs for health management include cloud-based systems (Yang, Chiang, Liu, Wen, & Chuang, 2010) ; persuasive wearable technology systems (Ananthanarayan & Siek, 2012) ; persuasive obesity intervention using Web-based mobile technology (Ping, Poh, Meng, Husain, & Adnan, 2012) ; systems that allow interactive, structured, multimodal delivery of clinical advice (Iyengar, Florez-Arango, & García, 2009) ; and several types of systems that aim to manage chronic diseases, support self-care, and encourage adherence to treatment therapies.
Many challenges still remain for using PTs in improving computer-mediated health-care systems (Munson, 2012) . Whatever the persuasion strategy to be pursued, it is of paramount importance to thoroughly assess its effectiveness. Evaluation targets should include, among other technical aspects, behavioral indicators such as users' attitude change toward the issue, trustworthiness of the system, perceived information quality, and the intention to conform to the requested behavior (Wilson & Lu, 2008) .
MAJOR FEATURES OF AFFECTIVE COMPUTING
Affect represents a major personality construct that has been considered one of the three classical divisions of psychology (Forgas, 2001) . It can refer to feeling, emotion, mood, attitude, preferences, or personality. A number of scales have been proposed to measure affective state. A commonly used measure of positive and negative affect is the I-PANAS-SF schedule, an international short-form 10-item scale version of the original 20-item Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) . I-PANAS-SF presents internal reliability, cross-sample and temporal stability, cross-cultural factorial invariance, and convergent and criterion-related validities (Thompson, 2007) .
The concept of AC was introduced in 1995 by Professor Rosalind W. Picard (1995) , founder and director of the Affective Computing Research Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT; n.d.) Media Lab. Since then, this concept has been systematically described and explained by Picard in several monographs (1995, 1999, 2000, 2002) . The MIT Media Lab (n.d., para. 1) defines AC as "computing that relates to, arises from, or deliberately influences emotion or other affective phenomena."
This subject combines engineering and computer science with other disciplines, such as psychology, sociology, education, cognitive science, and neuroscience. The overall objective in AC is to devise computer systems that can identify the affective states of user and, accordingly, to adapt and respond to user changes in real time. To that end, AC also aims to reduce the communicative disparity between humans' emotions and computers (Iovane, Salermo, Giordano, Ingenito, & Mangione, 2012; Wu, 2012) . AC broadens HCI by incorporating emotional communication and the appropriate means for handling and managing affective information (Picard, 1999) . Hudlicka (2013) provided a thorough review of and introduction to the emerging research area of affective HCI and the requirements for effective and desirable HCI. Earlier, Picard (2003) described the research challenges in the area of AC, especially in regard to the affect aspect of HCI. Some of the generally desirable or expected abilities of affective technology would include user affect detection and interpretation, system affective state synthesis and expression, and the ability to influence user affect (Broekens & Brinkman, 2013) .
Affective Computing Phases
Most AC systems nowadays follow a closed-loop scheme consisting of three phases: affect recognition, affect modeling, and affect control (Wu, 2012) . Affect recognition involves recognizing the subject's affects from a subject's body signals. Affect modeling entails the use of models to appropriately describe the relationship between the subject's environment and the subject's affect. Affect control consists of altering the environment to shift the subject's affect towards a desired state. Emotion-aware computing applies affective techniques in modeling emotion (van den Broek, 2013) . Computational models of affective adaptation and emotion dynamics have been proposed (Steephen, 2013) . Once the relationship between the user's affect and the environment is modeled, the user's pertinent emotions can be identified by some of the commonly used detection methods (see below); an affect control stage outputs a signal to change the environment and move the user's emotions towards a desired state.
Applications
According to Picard (1999 Picard ( , 2000 , three basic types of system applications using AC exist (see also Calvo & D'Mello, 2010) : systems that only detect the emotions, systems that express what a human would perceive as an emotion, and systems that "feel" 2 an emotion. A wide variety of applications that are based on AC have been and are still being developed in diverse domains, such as medicine, telehomecare, cognitive training, learning, and gaming (Frazier, Huang, Kraus, Chang, & Maheswaran, 2013; M. Kim, Kim, Lee, & Choi, 2013; Pastor-Sanz, Vera-Munoz, Fico, & Arredondo, 2008; Postolache et al., 2012; Zhang & Wang, 2013) .
Detection Methods and Techniques
The measurement of human affect plays a crucial role in AC. However, affect detection is very complex because emotions are conceptual qualities that cannot be directly measured. Human affect states must be expressed and communicated through various inference channels, such as text, audio (voice), facial expressions, and body gestures, as well as explicit physiological changes, such as blood pressure, heart rate, breathing, and sweating. Six basic, universally recognized emotions were defined in 1972 by Ekman, Friesen, and Ellsworth: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. This list has been expanded by other researchers (e.g., Calvo & D'Mello, 2010; Ekman & Davison, 1994; Iovane et al., 2012) . Methods and techniques for detecting affectivity have been proposed on the basis of these definitions (Luneski et al., 2010) . The most prominent techniques are based on one or more of the following measurement modalities.
 Facial expressions. Detection techniques are based on the assumption that there exist distinctive human facial expressions associated with each of the basic emotions. Numerous techniques abound for the detection and recognition of facial features and expressions, and although no standard measurements for such are available, some facial expression databases have been compiled (Pantic, Valstar, Rademaker, & Maat, 2005; Shih & Chuang, 2008; Wang et al., 2013) .  Body language and posture. Posture-based affect detection has been widely used, although too few studies have been carried out to date to allow a definitive analysis. Recognizing all the movements present in a spontaneous situation is a difficult task, and attempting to classify them into emotional categories is even harder. However, the use of body postures as a way for detecting emotional states offers clear advantages over other nonverbal measures, such as facial expression detection and paralinguistic features of speech. Many studies have been carried out to describe how specific body features may be used to recognize specific affective states (Kleinsmith & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2013; Tan, Schöning, Luyten, & Coninx, 2013) . Some researchers have focused on assessing only a reduced set of basic emotions, in a manner similar to that used in the facial expression technique, in order to simplify the posture-based affect detection process (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010; Iovane et al., 2012; Luneski et al., 2010) . Head movement as a postural response also has been used to estimate attentional mechanisms when monitoring users' cognitive engagement (Dirican & Göktürk, 2012) .  Emotional vocal expressions. This detection technique relies on recognizing emotions through the affective information transmitted in speech or other utterances that include any type of vocalization. Recognition of emotion in speech is one of the key disciplines in speech analysis for next generation human-machine interaction (Matsumoto & Ren, 2011; Yeh, Pao, Lin, Tsai, & Chen, 2011; Dai, Han, Dai, & Xu, in press ). The transmission of affect is communicated through the message itself (what is said) and through the nonverbal paralinguistic features of expression (how it is said, rate of speech, voice tone, etc.). The detection and decoding of paralinguistic features has not been clearly established yet, but it is known that the use of prosody and nonlinguistic vocalizations (cries, laughs, etc.) facilitates the detection of basic emotions. Both of them have been used to decode affective signs beyond basic emotions, such complex emotions as stress, depression, boredom, and excitement (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010 (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010; Luneski, Bamidis, & Hitoglou-Antoniadou, 2008; Luneski et al., 2010) . Several noninvasive measurements can be acquired by recording electrical signals produced by the brain, heart, muscles, and skin (Iovane et al., 2012) . These measurements can be obtained nowadays through unobtrusive wearable sensing devices or through devices embedded in the surrounding environment. The foremost signals conveniently used for affection recognition include electromyogram (EMG), electrodermal activity (EDA), electrocardiogram (ECG, or EKG), electrooculogram (EOG), and electroencephalography (EEG), as well as some other more recent techniques in the field of neuroimaging (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010; Hamdi, Richard, Suteau, & Allain, 2012; Luneski et al., 2008; Rutkowski et al., 2011) .  Text features. Detecting emotions through text implies assessing the hidden data that might be present in written language or in oral communication transcriptions. Osgood and his colleagues (Osgood & Treng, 1990; Osgood, May, & Miron, 1975) studied how people express emotions through text in trying to understand how text triggers different emotions. Three dimensions were defined to represent words on the basis of word-similarity ratings provided by participants from various cultures (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010) . These three dimensions are evaluation (how a word refers to an event that is pleasant or unpleasant), potency (how a word is associated to an intensity level), and activity (whether a word has an active or passive connotation).  Multimodality. As already mentioned, affect recognition can involve the integration of different modalities, such as facial expression, body language and posture, vocal emotion recognition, and text analysis, as well as a variety of physiological signals (Gunes, Piccardi, & Pantic, 2008; Poria, Cambria, Hussain, & Huang, 2015) . Audio and visual-based emotion analysis and processing were the subject matter of a new challenge that was convened in 2013 with the goal of providing a common benchmark test set for individual multimodal information processing, as well as to compare the relative merits of these two approaches to emotion recognition and to determine to what degree the fusion of these two approaches is achievable and helpful (Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge [AVEC], 2013; Valstar et al., 2013) .
In some cases, the information obtained by any one technique on its own is ambiguous, unreliable, or does not exactly match the user's real emotions. In addition, some emotions can be manifested simultaneously via multiple modes. For example, anger can be expressed by facial, vocal, body posture, and physiological changes. Based on these premises, some studies have proposed a technique called multimodality, which integrates information obtained from several sources and methods (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010; Iovane et al., 2012) . In a recent study, Iovane et al. (2012) proposed the use of data fusion, feature fusion, and decision fusion (see Table 1 ) to combine or "fuse" signals from several sensors. The type of fusion to use depends on the kind of information measured by the sensors.
A process of merging EMG signals from the face, ECG data, respiration rate, and skin conductivity has been used to identify emotional states of individuals with Huntington's disease and Parkinson's disease (Pastor-Sanz et al., 2008) . The physical, psychological, and cognitive abilities of automobile drivers with diabetes have been used to detect and prevent hypoglycemic events by combining data from patients' biosignals and environment sensors (J. Kim, Ragnoni, & Biancat, 2010) . This multimodality strategy was recently applied in a European research project in which the mood status of patients with bipolar disorder was predicted by combining data acquired from several Heart Rate Variability (HRV), ECG, respiration, and subject voice sensors; from sleep quality and speech rate algorithms; and from subjective symptoms reports using the Bauer internal state scale (Personalized Monitoring Systems for Care in Mental Health Project [PSYCHE], n.d.). 
AFFECTIVE COMPUTING/PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGIES CONVERGENCE IN THE HEALTH-CARE DOMAIN
The purpose of this paper is not to propose new AC/PTs convergence strategies. Rather, we intend to provide a comprehensive overview of significant state of the art approaches.
Emotions have a significant impact on overall human health because both medical and physical health care are clearly influenced by such factors as self-esteem and self-efficacy. Negative emotions can have a detrimental impact on health, and it is known that positive emotions significantly enhance people's overall well-being (Luneski et al., 2010) . This premise has led to the search for improvements and new developments within the domain of affective technologies. The term affective medicine was introduced by Picard in 2002 to signify the use of emotionally aware and emotionally responsive computers in medicine (Luneski et al., 2010; Picard, 2002) . Past developments regarding emotions in the field of medicine have focused primarily on two scenarios: virtual environments for health care and the use of emotional support computers for psychotherapy. Extrinsic and intrinsic drivers play important roles as behavioral determinants of users' motivation to engage in virtual environments (Verhagen, Feldberg,van den Hooff, Meents, & Merikivi, 2012) . On the other hand, persuasion influences affective and cognitive responses and behavior intention (C. Y. Li, 2013) . PTs and AC have been used in a variety of domains. One important such domain is health-care management through patients' self-managing their chronic diseases. The various persuasive strategies proposed within these domains involve increasing patients' motivation or changing their behavior through the use of technology. Embedded sensors and real-time, context-aware technologies are beginning to provide advancements for essential justin-time feedback that can be used to present a health-related message at an appropriate time to encourage people to make healthier decisions (IFTF, 2010; Intille, 2004) . Most of the research on PTs to date has utilized mobile smart phones as a primary platform. Other nontraditional devices, such as digital frames, mirrors, and desks, also have been used as persuasive instruments (Mukhtar, Ali, Belaid, & Lee, 2012) . Table 2 presents examples of typical applications of PTs applied in the health domain, with explanation of the programs provided in the Endnotes.
The convergent use of AC and PTs as information and communications technologies in the field of health care highly increases the potential for the development of innovative clinical applications. Some typical examples of such potential are the solutions created by some EUfunded projects, such as those of PSYCHE (Valenza, Gentili, Lanatà, & Scilingo, 2013) , MOTIVA (Domingo et al., 2011) , METABO (Fico et al., 2011) , and HeartCycle (Ottaviano et al., 2011; Reiter, Tesanovic, Martinez-Romero, 2013) . The convergence of AC and PTs can open up additional possibilities for developing and implementing persuasive strategies. We now highlight the AC/PTs convergence strategies currently integrated into the most relevant and useful health-care-related applications.
Treatment Adaptation
Patients' compliance to strict medical treatment frequently can fail if the protocol conflicts with the routine of their daily activities, which are themselves highly dependent on the time of the day, the day of the week, and the season of the year. Adapting treatments to a patient's life is therefore of paramount importance. An AC/PTs-convergent system could dynamically detect 
Patients' Motivation
Raising motivation levels involves measuring and reacting to the patient's mood. Measuring motivation requires the use of both direct and indirect means of detection (e.g., asking if the patient took the pill vs. checking if the pill was taken). An AC/PTs-convergent system would react to the patient's current motivational state by using an appropriate persuasive strategy to modify the patient's emotional status.
Noninvasive Intuitive User Interaction
Because people generally do not wish to be disturbed by machines, the system should minimize this disturbance. Reduced interference by the AC/PTs-convergent system may be achieved by ubiquitous-but-minimally-invasive monitoring, as well as by the use of various channels of communication (e.g., telephone, television), including indirect means, depending on the context. The current smart phone era opens up very interesting opportunities to offer simple and easyto-use tools to promote healthy lifestyles (Cain & Martínez, 2012) . Smart phones can be a starting point to collect informal medical data to be used to assess the user's well-being and that then becomes part of a personalized health record. These mobile devices also are used nowadays in medical practice for cardiovascular rehabilitation. At the same time, health records are presently shifting from a central model approach, in which only professionals in the healthcare ecosystem generate and upload clinical information, to a shared model approach, in which patients as well are able to add their personal health information through smart personal devices. The usefulness of mobile technology integration has been amply demonstrated (Quinn et al., 2011) . Convergence of mobile technology, clinical and behavioral sciences, and clinical results, known as mobile-integrated therapy, embodies far-reaching platforms for patienthealth-care provider interaction through bidirectional data collection and transfer. The adoption of a convergent AC/PTs could produce very effective tools for improving scalable and costeffective health care for chronic diseases. Incorporating a mobile-integrated therapy into the electronic health record system of a multiphysician practice has already been used successfully for Type 2 diabetes treatment (Peeples, Iyer, & Cohen, 2013) .
Implantable Micro and Nanotechnology
Recent innovations have brought about new generations of biomedical devices that epitomize the synergistic collaboration of medical, biomedical, and electrical scientists and engineers. Devices such as intraperitoneal glucose monitors and cardiovascular implantable electronics are typical examples of recent medical devices that directly and reliably measure biosignals in real time, as opposed to other technologies that detect indirectly (e.g., subcutaneous or capillary glycemic level). An AC/PTs-convergent health-care system could incorporate such innovative technologies for detection and monitoring.
Multimodality
Measured biosignals may be combined through multimodality with other signals or indicators to determine the effect of emotional status on health and vice versa. This synergy could be expanded to the behavioral sciences by the convergence of AC and PTs. The multimodality approach could dramatically improve the robustness of emotion recognition by correlating internally measured biosignals with other externally and indirectly measured signals. Such convergence would lead to an understanding of the effect of emotions on health and disease far more effectively than has been possible through the use of subjective-based associative studies, such as those that attempt to measure and associate stress through linking indicators extracted from questionnaires.
Through multimodality, straightforward biomarkers (such as Body Mass Index [BMI]) may be grouped with more sophisticated biosignals (obtained from implantable devices) to codify, map, and cluster information into patterns to represent potential risk indicators of psychoclinical conditions.
Exploiting the Social Environment
We recommend that, in consultation with and with the consent of the patient, an AC/PTsconvergent health-care system should consider including the patient's existing social environment players: relatives, close family, friends, and colleagues. The already widespread use of social networks can be of great assistance for this purpose. The convergence of persuasive and affective paradigms could be a very useful tool for enhancing performance within this strategy.
PRESENT CHALLENGES FOR CONVERGENT AFFECTIVE COMPUTING/ PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN HEALTH-CARE APPLICATIONS
The convergence of AC and PTs for health-care applications requires developing strategies based on new paradigms. How should these new paradigms be adopted? Specifically, what aspects are more relevant, and what technical challenges do we face? We offer below a few insights into some of the main challenges that need to be dealt with.
Changing Paradigms
Overall well-being, preventive monitoring, patient engagement, and treatment compliance are key features of the new health-care paradigm. Some people will accept PTs and AC readily, whereas others will reject such technologies as being too intrusive. The challenge for the future of AC/PTs convergence in health care will be to find an optimal balance between the prevalence of these technologies and people's willingness to be helped by them.
Multimodality
One of the most important technical challenges is the use of multimodal systems (Lisetti, Nasoz, Lerouge, Ozyer, & Alvarez, 2003) ; this aspect is viewed as a clear advantage over the mostly unimodal approaches being used today. In spite of the fact that multimodal technology is widely advocated by researchers (Jaimes & Sebe, 2007; Pantic, Sebe, Cohn, & Huang, 2005) , it rarely is implemented by developers. Nevertheless, if significant contributions could be made in multimodality, it undoubtedly would have a positive impact on AC/PTs convergence in the fields of health care. Multimodality, therefore, is the logical next step in the development of future convergent AC/PTs systems.
Improving Patients' Compliance to Treatment
Patients' noncompliance to prescribed treatments is known to pose a serious health-care problem: About 50% of chronic patients in developed countries do not comply with treatments (de León Linck, Machado Bielemann, de Sousa, & Lange, 2007) . Lifestyle choices also pose major problems (Chatterjee & Price, 2009 ). One's lifestyle, together with one's genetics, form the primary risk factors in a wide variety of illnesses (Manton, 1989) . Therefore, it seems highly desirable to develop AC/PTs-convergent technologies that will help in persuading patients to improve their compliance to prescribed medical treatment as part of enhancing the quality of their life and their lifestyle behaviors.
Reducing Health-Care System Costs
Ubiquitous computing and, particularly, the pervasive availability of smart mobile phones and tablets-together with the progress of context-aware algorithms-offer new opportunities for developing useful applications in several areas of health care. The application market should promote AC/PTs-convergent designs to produce sustainable low-cost solutions that would attract and motivate consumers/patients to this new well-being concept. At the same time, the current swift progress in biosignal sensing, implantable devices, and nanotechnology should begin to offer additional capabilities to AC and PTs at reasonably affordable prices. A final general inference that can be drawn is that the major overall challenge facing the successful implementation of AC/PTs health applications rests upon the ability to devise paths for the widespread and inexpensive incorporation of these technologies into future health-care processes. New concepts in AC/PTs convergence worth researching require advancing computermediated patient motivation to adopt and retain healthier behaviors. Increasing the awareness and acceptance of these technologies by health-care administrators and professionals-and the willingness of patients and formal and informal support caretakers to adopt them-are two of the still unresolved tasks that undoubtedly would facilitate future progress in this field.
PROVISIONS FOR AFFECTIVE COMPUTING/PERSUASIVETECHNOLOGIES CONVERGENCE RESEARCH FRAMEWORKS
Convergent AC/PTs has great potential for developing useful applications for behavioral intervention. Researchers around the world are presently working on possible applications in the educational, medical, and marketing fields. Such systems must be able to measure both short-term emotions and longer term moods (Geller, 2014) . Monitoring emotion-triggered bodily sensations is an essential tool for emotion recognition in the convergent AC/PTs realm. Different emotional states can be associated with topographically distinct and statistically separable but culturally universal bodily sensation maps. These maps have been constructed recently using the computer-based, topographical self-report method emBODY (Nummenmaa, Glerean, Hari, & Hietanen, 2013) . Once emotional signals are generated in an affective dimensional space from detected emotions, they must be mapped to useful outputs. Mapping can be accomplished, even in the presence of noise, using probabilistic and decision-theoretic reasoning combined with predictive models from affect control theory, a comprehensive social psychological theory of human social interaction (Hoey, Schröder, & Alhothali, 2013) . Because the effectiveness of assistive technologies in health care and well-being is greatly enhanced by motivation, affective-motivational factors represent important issues to consider when developing assistive technologies for supporting healthy living (Ferring, Reljic, & Roelofsma, 2012) . Substance abuse treatment (Chen et al., 2012; Marsch et al., 2014) and affective learning programs (Wang, Ko, Huang, Liu, & Li, 2014; Ruggiero, 2015) are some representative examples. Affective technology can play an important role in enhancing system connectedness (Patel et al., 2014) . Online Internet-delivered intervention for weight-related healthy lifestyle behavior modification is common nowadays, and its availability is continuously increasing. A systematic review regarding its reach, long term effectiveness, and use has been recently published (see Kohl, Crutzen, & de Vries, 2013) .
It is expected that PTs systems that incorporate AC would be more effective for computermediated persuasion in patient engagement than those that do not. Appropriate research frameworks for such AC/PTs convergence should serve as a plan to outline possible fertile directions of future research in this emerging field.
Designing research frameworks to guide and further pursue this fusion must focus on defining key study directions that highlight pertinent key groups of constructs and intervening variables. Studying and advancing AC/PTs convergence in health-care applications should proceed, for the most part, along the following general directions: conceptualization of constructs and variables pertaining to the convergence of persuasive and affective paradigms in health care, operationalization of the conceptual structure, development of execution strategies for health-care applications, system implementation, and performance assessment.
Developing appropriate conceptual definitions of key constructs is essential. Expressions of functionally related experiences, attitudes, and behaviors can be used as indicators to be grouped into hypothetical constructs. Such constructs entail more than merely the procedures used to measure them. They should be able to predict a range of behaviors in the phase of operationalization of this convergence, thus allowing the observable to be related to the theoretical framework. Properly specifying measurement models that relate the constructs to their indicators is also essential (MacKenzie, Podsakoff, & Podsakoff, 2011) .
The intervening variables that influence the modification of patient attitudes and behaviors and their potential relationships with affective state must be identified and verified. Because of the existence and intensity of mood, neither affect nor emotion can be directly measured; indirect measures must be used, such as facial expression, choice of vocabulary, loudness, tone of voice, and biosignals. Likewise, the contribution of AC-mediated interventions to the effectiveness of PTs must be thoroughly assessed. In this context, validating the measures of constructs represents a critical aspect that should be given special attention, to assure that measurement tools truly represent the constructs to be inferred from them (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002) .
Because persuasion is an intentional action-guiding attempt to change attitudes or behaviors, careful attention should be given to the ethical implications of an AC/PTs-convergent system design. Examples of general ethical principles relevant to persuasive design can be found in the literature (Berdichevsky & Neuenschwander, 1999; Karppinen & Oinas-Kukkonen, 2013; Nickel & Spahn, 2012; Pedersen, Khaled, & Yannakakis, 2012) .
Future research frameworks for the convergence of AC and PTs in computer-mediated health-care systems should identify and scrutinize patient and care provider behaviors that could effectively promote, remind, support, guide, and assist with recovery or the improvement of specific clinical health parameters. The theoretical aspects of both technologies should be given particular attention. There are many challenges and needed improvements in the field of computational modeling of affective processes (Broekens, Bosse, & Marsella, 2013) . Some proposed actions essentially refer to the systematic deconstruction and classification of psychological emotion theory's basic assumptions, so that emotions could be modeled using modularized general cognitive architectures, together with emotion theory unification and standardization by translation into common conceptual systems or common formal languages (Reisenzein et al., 2013) . Other aspects of system design, such as structural configuration, process organization, workflow optimization, device connectivity, data exchange, software persistence, and system security, are, among others, key issues that must be addressed (Gil, Virgili-Gomá, García, & Mason, in press) .
Treatment adaptation and personalization are also valuable system features worth considering. To that end, the most important aspects to be taken into consideration are the patients' social environments, their real-time motivation and emotional status modifications, intuitive user interaction and minimally invasive monitoring, and emotion recognition that combines measured biosignals with other external and undirected measured signals.
To fully realize the potential of introducing convergent AC/PTs solutions into computermediated health care for achieving a significant social and economic impact, it would be particularly valuable to gather ample and solid information to conduct comparative studies about the effectiveness of different emerging information and communications technologies and convergent AC/PTs as applied to specific health-care systems. The fusion of context-aware monitoring with the ability to provide timely personalized feedback, as embodied in the proposed convergence of AC and PTs, can bring about the development of powerful tools for daily behavior modification and wellness preservation. In this regard, the convergence of AC and PTs represents an excellent prospect to positively impact further progress of computermediated personal health applications. 
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